
General Tames T. Hill (USA, Rel.) - Commissioner 
2005 Defense Base Closure ,and Realignment Commission ''Ac Commlssran 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 

a e c e ~ v ~ ! ~  
Commissioner Hill: 

My name is Tim Mullins, and I[ :Im an Electronic Technician in the EA-6B Weapons Systems 
Support I,aboratory at Point Mugu, Californi;~. I have been a civil servant for over 35 l.52 

years and been in the EA-613 Illectronic Warf-are (EX? Department for about 1.5 of those 
years. I will turn 55 years of age this November and at that time will be eligble for a full 
retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absohtely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I am doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to t-he Electronic Warfare mission. 

That being sald, I must tell you., that if the decls~on to move my position, and all of EW, to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. Yes. . . I  understand that I am replaceable. . .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work wlth feel as I do. They are not in the enviable position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China Like would be real and destructive. I do not belie\-e Electronic 
Warfire would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understmd that Secretary Rumsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he already 
has one at Point h h p .  Don't dcstroy it! IIelp saw the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to vote Point Mugu off of the RKAC list.. .vote it off. Do the 
right thing. 

Res ectfully, 

& ? - -  
Tim Mullins 

DCN 6889



August 4,2005 

Honorable Samuel I(. Skinner- Commissioner 
2005 Defense Rase Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VL\ 22202 

Commissioner Skinner: 

My name is Tim Mullins, and I ;lm an Electronic Technician in the EA-6R Weapons Systems 
Support Laboratory at Point Mugu, California. I have been a civil semant for over 35 '1.2 
vears and been in the EL'\-6R Ekctronic Warfiare (Es') Depxrtment for about 1.5 of those 
years. I will turn 55 years of age this November and at that time will be eligble for a full 
retirement. 

Rut, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward tc, going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I a m  doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to the Electronic Warfare mission. 

That being said, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of EW, to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. Yes.. . T  understand that I am replaceable.. .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realnze, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. Thcy are not in the enviable position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
dram" from move to China Lr.ke would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Warfare would ever be able to rt cover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary Rurnsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he already 
has one at Point Mugu. Don't (destroy it! Help save the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to x-ote Point Mugu off of the BIt4C list.. .vote it off. D o  the 
right thing. 

Res ectfully, &L-- 
Tim Mullins 



August 4,2005 

Dear Commission Members, AbG , L LWJ 

My name is Jerry Gonzalez and I am an employee at  war warfare Center at Point 

Mugu, Ca as a Flight Test Engineer for the past 16 years and am a 6-year Navy veteran. 

I am writing this letter in regards to the recent BRAC decision to move a majority of the 

work and employees from here to China Lake in Ridgecrest, Ca. I realize that much of 

the decision was based on a military need and neither social nor economical, but I feel the 

decision is more of a major flaw and set back to national defense. First off, it's taken 

many years for Point Mugu to build the hierarchy of knowledge and expertise that made 

us the EW Center of Excellence, as well as in the weapons, targets, and range areas. To 

stop all work, pack all the equipment assets, and expect everyone involved in their 

respective areas to move to the desert and give up their lives they've established in the 

Ventura County is a complete fallacy. Those of the most vital expertise will stay and 

look for employment elsewhere, as myself, as well as many others who have settled in 

the area. Secondly, much of the success of putting out a quality product to the fleet is 

dependent on a good working environment, teamwork, and moral. Moving all this will 

cause irreparable damage to this and jeopardize the needs of the fleet and national 

defense. Thirdly, this process will take years to complete, and when it does, the end 

result will be less expertise, less quality products delivered to the fleet, and more risk to 

our troops engaged in conflict from the above mentioned reasons. A human life is much 

more important than saving a few dollars. And lastly, China Lake and Ridgecrest have 

never shown any data to prove anything to the commission that it can accommodate the 

move and work functions, both on the base and in the town. The big question that no 



one in China Lake or Ridgecrest can answer is where are we going to live and where are 

we going to work. Just that, '"Oh, we can do it", while Point Mugu has consistently 

provided factual and substantiated data on why this realignment will not work and that 

Point Mugu is an overwhelming value to the fleet and our national defense. 

I hope the commission makes the right decision to not realign Point Mugu for the sake of 

our national defense and our troops abroad. 

Sincerely, 

Jerry D. Gonzalez 

805-989-9796 DSN 35 1 



jEeceived 
August 4,2005 - - 

Honorable Anthony J. Principi - Chairman 
2005 Defense Base Closure anc Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. GOO 
Arlington, ITAA 22202 

Chairman Principi: 

My name is Tim Mullins, anti I am an Electronic Technician in the EA-6B Weapons 
Systems Support Laboratory at Point Mugu, California. I have been a civil servant for over 
35 ' /2 years and been in the Eli-6B Electronic Warfare (EW') Department for about 15 of 
those years. I will turn 55 years of age this November and at that time will be eligible for a 
full retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and 1 look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government 
career because I believe that what I am doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have 
much more that I can contribute to the Electronic Warfare mission. 

That being sad, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of EK to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. Yes. . . I understand that I a m  replaceable.. .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. They are not in the enviable position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China L:;lke would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Warfare would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary R-umsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he 
already has one at Point h f u p .  Don't destroy it! Help save the Point Mugu Electronic 
Warfare Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to vote Point Mugu off of the BR4C list.. .vote it off. D o  the 
right thing. 

Respectfully, 

RL- 
Tim hlullins 



August 4,2005 

Honorable Philip Coyle- Comtnissioner 
2005 Defense Rase Closure and Redignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Commissioner Coyle: 

My name is Tim Mullins, and I am 2x1 Electronic Technician in the EA-6B Weapons Systems 
Support Laboratory at Point hlugu, California. I have been a civil serx~ant for over 35 '12 
years and been in the EA-6B Electronic 1Yi;lrEare (E\Xj Dep,artrnent for about 15 of those 
years. I will turn 55 ye,xs of age tllis November imd at that time will be eligble for a full 
retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I am doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to the Electronic Warfare mission. 

That being said, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of EW, to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. Yes. . . I  understand that I am replaceable. . .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. They are not in the enviable position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China 1L;ike would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Warfare would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary Runlsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he dready 
has orlc at Point M u p .  Don't destroy it! IIelp saw the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to vote Point Mugu off of the BRAC list.. .vote it off. D o  the 
right thing. 

pectfully, 

@L-- 
Tim Mullins 



August 4,2005 

Admiral Harold \T: ( Hal ) G~~~%!JzP@sN, Ret)- Commissioner 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Commissioner Gehman: 

h~ly name is Tim Mullins, and 1 am Electronic Technician in the EA-6B Weapons Systems 
Support 1,aboratory at Point Mugu, California. I hare been a civil servant for over 35 ',I2 

years and been in the EA-6B I3ectronic Warhre (ELK3 Department for about 15 of those 
years. I will turn 55 years of age this November and at that time will be eligible for a full 
retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I am doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to the Electronic \%rf-'dre mission. 

That being said, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of EK', to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. Yes. . .I understand that I am replaceable. . .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. They are not in the envlable position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China ]Lake would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Warfare would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary Rumxsfeld wants to create "Centers of hcellence" but he already 
has one at Point Mugu. Don't destroy it! Help save the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to -\iote Point Mugu off of the BRAC list.. .vote it off. D o  the 
right thing. 

Tim Mullins 



August 4,2005 

Honorable James 1: Hansen- ~ :cmmiss ione~ece i~ed  
2005 Defense Rase Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VLl 22202 

Commissioner Hansen: 

My name is Tim Mullins, and I[ am an Electronic Technician in the EA-6B Weapons Systems 
Support Laboratory at Point Mugu, California. I have been a civil serx~ant for over 35 '.'A 

years imd been in the Eil-6B Electronic \X1art;,irtr (E\ i  Uepiutment for about 15 of those 
years. I will turn 55 years of age this November :and at that time will be eligble for a full 
retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I am doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to the Electronic mtrhre misston. 

That being said, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of EW, to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or  seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. yes.. .I  understand that I am replaceable.. .but only In 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. They are not in the enviable position of being able to retlre 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China .Lake would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Warfare would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary R~lrnsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he already 
has one at Point Mugu. Don't destroy it! Help save the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to vote Point Mugu off of the B R K  list.. .vote it off. D o  the 
right thing. 

Respectfully, 

Tim Mullins 



August 4, 2005 

Honorable James H. Bilbray- Commissioner 
.JQj&efied 2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commis 

2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VL4 22202 

Commissioner Rilbray: 

M y  name is Tim Mullins, and I am an Electronic Technician in the EA-6R Weapons Systems 
Support Laboratory at Point M u p ,  California. I have been a civil servant for over 35 '/L 
ye,xs and been in the EL%-6B Electronic Wxfjre (EW) Department for about 15 of those 
years. I will turn 55 years of age this November imd at that time will be eligble for a full 
retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I am doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to the Electronic Warfare mission. 

That being said, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of EW, to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. Yes.. . l  understand that I am replaceable.. .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the ~ 1 s t  majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. They are not in the enviable position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China .Lake would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Khrfare would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary Ru~nlsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he already 
has one at Point Mugu. Don't destroy it! Help save the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to vote Point Mugu off of the BRAC list.. .vote it off. D o  the 
right thing. 

Respectfully, 

Tim Mullins 



August 4,2005 

General Lloyd W "Fig" Newton (USAF, Ret) - Commissione&Rfr~ C'oinrnisslu~ 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission - 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, Vl% 22202 

AUG 0 8 2005 
Wecelvec 

- .  

Commissioner Newton: 

My name is Tim Mullins, and I[ nm an Electronic Technician in the E A 6 B  Weapons Systems 
Support Laboratory at Point hlugu, California. 1 have been a civil servant for over 35 % 
years and been in the EA-6B ESlectronic WarEire (ELV) Department for about 15 of those 
years. I will turn 55 years of age this November and at that time will be eligble for a full 
retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I am doing is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to the E,lectronic Warhre mission. 

That being said, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of EW, to 
China Lake is not changed, then I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promlse. Yes.. . I  understand that I am replaceable.. .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. They are not in the e n d d e  position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China .Like would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Warfare would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary Runlsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he already 
has one at Point Mu*. Don't destroy it! Help savc the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to vote Point Mugu off of the HRAC list.. .vote it off. D o  the 
right thing. 

Respectfully, 

Tim Mullins 



DATE: 8/03/05 becelveQ 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake A 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 gth, that is "brain drain?'. 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this time. 

p Y u & & .  
Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



Brigadier General Sue E. Turner (USAF, Ret) - Commissioner 
2005 Defense Base Closure md Realignment Commission AU6 0 8 2085 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
,4rlington, VL4 22202 

Commissioner Turner: 

My name is Tim hlullins, and I !m an Electronic Technician in the EA-6B Weapons Systems 
Support Laboratory at Point hlugu, California. I have been a civil servant for over 35 '111 
years and been in the EA-6B I!,lectronic Wart~rt: (EW) Department for about 15 of those 
years. I will turn 55 years of ajge this November ;md at that time will be eligble for a full 
retirement. 

But, do I want to retire? Absolutely not! I love my job, I respect and admire the people I 
work with and I look forward to going to work. I want to continue in my government career 
because I believe that what I am domg is crucial and is saving lives. I know I have much 
more that I can contribute to the Electronic Khrhre mission. 

That being said, I must tell you, that if the decision to move my position, and all of E\y to 
China Lake is not changed, tlwn I will retire or seek employment elsewhere. This is not a 
threat, it's a promise. Yes. . . l understand that I am replaceable. . .but only in 15 years. 

The thing that you must realize, and come to terms with, is that the vast majority of the 
people I work with feel as I do. They are not in the enviable position of being able to retire 
and yet have made it abundantly clear that they "will not go"! I believe that the "brain 
drain" from a move to China !Lake would be real and destructive. I do not believe Electronic 
Warfare would ever be able to recover from the devastation of such a move. 

I understand that Secretary Rumlsfeld wants to create "Centers of Excellence" but he already 
has one at Point M u p .  Don't destroy it! Help save the Point Mugu Electronic Warfare 
Center of Excellence. 

Please, when it comes time to vote Point Mugu off of the BILK list.. .vote it off. Do the 
right thing. 

Tim Mullins 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions fiom Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions fiom Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 gth, that is "brain drain". 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this time. 

r=,L.Z.d' 4 
Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 gth, that is "brain drain". 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this time. 

c54L-d 4=' 
Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 sth, that is "brain drain". 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this; 1:ime. 

Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1sth, that is "brain drain". 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this time. 

&W A+P 
Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 gth, that is "brain drain"'. 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this time. 

/&LY~ 
Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 8th, that is "brain drain". 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this time. 

Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 8 ' ~ ~  that is "brain drain". 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this time. 

- 
Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 



DATE: 8/03/05 
RE: Realignment Of 2,200 positions from Pt Mugu to China Lake 

Recel.ver 
Dear BRAC Commissioner, 

I am very concerned and opposed to the proposed realignment of 2,200 positions from Pt 
Mugu to China Lake. My primary concern is exactly what Chairman Prinicipi cited on 
May 1 8th, that is "brain drain". 80% of the individuals polled at Pt Mugu stated they 
would not move if the realignment occurred. The safety of our troops would be in 
significant risk if that were to occur. EW support for our existing war efforts in the 
middle east are critical at this lime. 

Eduardo Rivas 
Concerned citizen and employee at Pt Mugu. 


